
Natural Soap
Cleaning and protection of oiled wood

Clean and maintain oiled, waxed and soaped wood surfaces with Natural
Soap. This mild, penetrating soap removes dirt and helps prevent the wood
from drying out and cracking. It leaves behind a microscopic, breathable
soap layer on the surface that maximizes resistance and makes the surface
easier to keep clean. Natural Soap is indoor climate labelled and free of
perfume and additives.

Nourishing effect
For the basic treatment of softwood
Ideal for floors, furniture, table tops and panels
For regularly cleaning
For the basic treatment of softwood

Application area For cleaning and maintenance of oiled, waxed and soaped wood surfaces.

Work description Preparation

Daily cleaning is made with vacuum cleaner or broom. The frequency of floor
cleaning depends on the wear on the floor. Very dirty floors may be cleaned
with Intensive Wood Cleaner before using Natural Soap.

Always Remember

Always remember to test on a less visible spot to check the compatibility of
the surface with the product.

Treatment

Natural Soap is shaken carefully before use. Make sure the pigments are
mixed well. 3 ounces of Natural Soap is mixed into 1 gallon of cold
water. Damp mop the surface with a well wrung mop.For best results, use
two buckets. One with the soap solution and the second with clean water to
rinse the dirty mop. Clean the floor with minimum quantity of water – leave
soap water on floor briefly in order to dissolve dirt. Remove dirty soap water
with hard-wrung mop or cloth and rinse out in bucket with clean water.
Always wipe down the surface with soap water and a hard-wrung mop or
cloth in order to re-establish the protective soap film.

Please note

Don't use 100% microfiber. For best results, use two buckets. One with the
soap solution and the second with clean water to rinse the dirty mop. See
technical data sheet for further information.
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Drying time

Technical data 15-30% soap – coconut and soya fats, pigments.Declaration:

pH 9-10pH-value:

3 yearsShelf life:

3,450-4,300 sq.ft./LCoverage:

Natural, White;WhiteColours:

Use waterCleaning of tools:

+50-77°F. Keep out of reach of children. Do not expose to heat (e.g.
sunlight). Store frost-free during winter and cool during summer.
Storage:

33.814 FL.OZ., 84.535 FL.OZ., 169.070 FL.OZ.Packaging:

WaterDilution:

FaintOdour:

4.226 FL.OZ. to 169.070 FL.OZ. water.Mixing ratio:

Maintenance
and related
products

Maintaining and cleaning

Areas with heavy wear may be maintained with WOCA Maintenance Oil or
WOCA Maintenance Gel after cleaning with Intensive Wood Cleaner.

WOCA Denmark A/S
Tværvej 6
DK - 6640 Lunderskov
+45 9958 5600
info@wocadenmark.com
wocadenmark.com

This information is based on extensive laboratory testing and practical experience.
Because the conditions under which the product is used are often beyond the control of
WOCA Denmark, we can only guarantee the quality of the actual product. WOCA
Denmark A/S accepts no liability for incorrect use and handling of the product. In
principle, this product can be considered an intermediate product, as results depend on
construction, the nature of the surface, pretreatment, temperature, air humidity,
application etc. WOCA Denmark A/S reserves the right to change the product and the
stated information without notice. This label/product description replaces all previous
versions.
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